
 
 

The Free Market Royalty Act  

 
The Free Market Royalty Act creates an AM/FM performance right for sound 

recordings – the biggest step forward in music creators’ rights in a generation.  It 

creates a true free market for digital and AM/FM broadcasters, empowering music 

creators and users to negotiate for broadcast rights at a price the market determines.  

And it preserves the critical role of SoundExchange in protecting artists through direct 

payment and a statutory 50/50 split of royalties.  

 
Music Creators Oppose Takings and Below-Market Government Mandates: 
Music creators should have a basic right to earn a fair living from their work, just 
like everybody else.  We have fought to end the special interest exemption that 
excuses AM/FM radio from paying performance royalties for decades because it is 
unfair for the government to mandate a “taking” of musical performances by 
AM/FM radio without any compensation to performers for their work. Both the 
Register of Copyrights and the Commerce Department’s Internet Policy Task Force 
have recognized the need to update our copyright laws and end this archaic 
exemption for AM/FM performances.    Just this month, seven conservative groups 
wrote Congress urging recognition of music creators’ performance property rights, 
and rejecting broadcasters’ absurd effort to label compensation for music creators’ 
performance a “tax.”  And musicFIRST has opposed efforts to cut creators’ pay 
below market rates in the Internet Radio Fairness Act.   The FMRA would establish 
an AM/FM performance right for sound recordings, and rely on free market 
negotiations to determine royalties for all broadcasters and services, regardless of 
the technology they use. 
 
Big AM/FM Radio Companies Call for Free Market Solutions:  Big AM/FM 
broadcasters, like Clear Channel and its trade association – the National Association 
of Broadcasters (NAB) – have claimed in the past that marketplace “private 
negotiations” are the sole solution to the lack of a terrestrial right.  But what they 
really want is to preserve the current rigged market where creators don’t have a 
terrestrial performance right or any right to withhold their work at all.  There can be 
no truly fair negotiations without a terrestrial performance right and the one-sided 
system we have for AM/FM today simply isn’t “a market” on any reasonable 
understanding of those words.  That’s the injustice Mr. Watt’s bill aims to fix.  The 
FMRA would finally make it possible for real negotiations to take place, but with an 



AM/FM performance right in place that ensures negotiations take place with all 
parties having equal rights. 
 
Internet Radio Calls the Current System Broken:  Internet radio companies – like 
Pandora – criticize the current compulsory license system as “broken.”  In some 
ways that’s true – since Internet broadcasters must compete against AM/FM 
stations that don’t pay a dime for music.  But their challenge to the  “willing buyer, 
willing seller” royalty standard is a rejection of the very idea of markets.  In plain 
English this standard reflects nothing more than free market rates to be calculated 
by the non-partisan experts at the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB).  The FMRA would 
resolve these dubious challenges to the current free market rate standard by having 
rates set by the market in all cases. 
 
Everyone Else Pays:  The law requires that Internet, satellite and cable radio pay 
performers for their hard work, making AM/FM radio the only kind of radio that is 
exempt.  AM/FM broadcasters cry poor to Congress, but when they book some $17 
billion a year in advertising revenue while paying nothing for the musical content 
they broadcast, those cries should be viewed skeptically.   And, when the shoe is on 
the other foot, broadcasters are adamant that cable and satellite companies should 
pay for the programs broadcasters create and air.  Why should CBS Television be 
paid when a satellite company transmits its programming when CBS Radio refuses 
to pay for the music it broadcasts?  The FMRA would recognize the same 
performance right on AM/FM radio that is already recognized on satellite and cable 
radio. 
 
Determining a Fair Price through Market Negotiations:  Internet broadcasters 
complain that the CRB sets rates that are “absurd.”  Its allies in the NAB claim they 
should pay nothing to performers for airplay because radio’s promotional value 
exceeds whatever, if anything, performers are entitled to.  We strongly support the 
current license system, which has generated over a decade of incredible innovation 
and growth of Internet and satellite radio, and allowed many musicians and artists 
to see their first performance royalty check.  That model could easily be expanded to 
AM/FM and rectify the terrestrial radio injustice in a heartbeat.  But Mr. Watt has 
pointed to another way: the FMRA would give the broadcasters the negotiated rates 
they supposedly crave by creating a real two-sided market in which both sides are 
empowered to deal – or not. 
 
Protecting Artists’ Fair Share:  Just as under current law, the FMRA would ensure 
that SoundExchange distributes artists’ pay directly to them, not through a record 
label or radio company, and continues the requirement that backup singers and 
session musicians receive compensation of their own.  And it extends these crucial 
protections to AM/FM where they are decades overdue.  
 
Preserves One-Stop Shopping for Radio:  The FMRA also ensures that radio 
companies including public broadcasters, college and religious stations, and other 
smaller independents will continue to have the same “one stop shopping” access to 



music they depend on under the statutory license.  By having SoundExchange 
negotiate an initial blanket deal in a true arm’s length market, any potential 
broadcaster or webcaster will be able to get the music they need without costly and 
complicated separate negotiations if they so choose. 


